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Abstract
Consider homogeneous G=H and G=F , for an S -algebraic group G. A lattice �
acts on the left strictly conservatively. The following rigidity results are obtained:
morphisms, factors, and joinings defined a priori only in the measurable category are
in fact algebraically constrained. Arguing in an elementary fashion, we manage to
classify all the measurable ˆ commuting with the �-action: assuming ergodicity, we
find that they are algebraically defined.

1. Introduction
Flows on homogeneous spaces provide a rich and fruitful source of examples of
dynamical systems. Most of the literature on this subject concerns actions of sub-
groups H <G on G=� , where G is a Lie group and � <G is a lattice. In this paper
we consider a situation in which the roles of the subgroups �;H < G are reversed,
and we study actions of a discrete subgroup � < G on homogeneous spaces G=H .
We shall mostly focus on the situation where G is a Lie group or product of algebraic
groups over local fields, � < G is a lattice, H <G is a closed (algebraic) subgroup,
and G=H is equipped with the Haar measure class. Our aim is to study the classifica-
tion problem for such objects as:
(1) measurable �-equivariant maps G=H !G=L,
(2) relatively probability measure-preserving (p.m.p.) �-quotients of G=H ,
(3) relatively p.m.p. joinings of �-actions on G=H with G=L, and
(4) quasifactors, that is, �-equivariant maps G=H ! Prob.G=L/,
and seek situations where these measurable �-objects (maps, quotients, and join-
ings) are necessarily algebraic and therefore can be explicitly described. These results
expand the scope of problems previously studied in this context in [28] and [7] and
generalize most of the results of those papers by using new methods. Before formu-
lating the results, we define the precise framework of this study.
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1.1. �-spaces
Let G be a locally compact second countable group. A Borel G-space is a standard
Borel space .X;X/ with a Borel action G�X , where the action map G �X !X

is Borel measurable. Two probability measures on X are called equivalent if they
have the same null sets. A measurable G-space is a Borel G-space X equipped with
a probability measure �, defined on the given Borel � -algebra X on X , which is
G-quasi-invariant, that is, such that g�� is equivalent to � for every g 2G. We shall
often write .X; Œ��/ to emphasize that it is only the measure class Œ�� of � that is
assumed to be G-invariant. If .X; Œ��/ is a measurable G-space and V is a Borel
G-space, then a map f WX! V is called G-equivariant, or just a Borel G-map, if it
is Borel measurable and, for every g 2G, for �-almost every x 2X ,

f .g � x/D g � f .x/: (1.1)

Maps f;f 0 WX! V that agree �-almost everywhere will be identified, and

MapG.X;V /

denotes the set of all equivalence class of G-maps. In light of [33, Appendix B],
any map in MapG.X;V / is equivalent to f W X ! V such that on a conull subset
X0 � X , (1.1) holds for every g 2 G and every x 2 X0. If G1 is a subgroup of G,
then any G-space is automatically a G1-space and G-maps are G1-maps, yielding an
injective map MapG.X;Y /!MapG1.X;Y /. If this map is surjective, then we write
MapG.X;Y / DMapG1.X;Y /. With the usual abuse of notation, f 2MapG.X;V /
will often mean that f is an actual G-map, rather than an equivalence class of such
maps.

A measurableG-space .X; Œ��/ is ergodic if everyG-invariant measurable subset
is �-null or �-conull. Let T be a standard Borel space with the trivial G-action. Then
.X; Œ��/ is ergodic if and only if every G-map X ! T is a constant map; that is,
MapG.X;T /Š T .

1.2. Relatively p.m.p. factors
Let .X; Œ��/, .Y; Œ��/ be measurable G-spaces, and let p WX! Y be a G-map so that
Œp���D Œ��. Such a map will be called aG-morphism,G-quotient, orG-factor (map).
We will be particularly interested in relatively measure-preserving morphisms, which
we now define. Recall that if X is a Borel G-space, then so is the space Prob.X/
of Borel probability measures on X . Additionally recall that if X;Y are standard
Borel spaces, � is a Borel measure on X , p W X ! Y is a Borel map, and � is the
pushforward p��, then there is a disintegration of �, that is, a measurable map Y !
Prob.X/, y 7! �y such that

�D

Z
Y

�y d�.y/; that is, �.E/D

Z
Y

�y.E/d�.y/ (1.2)
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for all measurable E �X , and such that

�y
�
p�1

�
¹yº

��
D 1 for �-a.e. y 2 Y: (1.3)

This map is unique in the sense that any two such maps differ on a null set for �.
We now say that a G-morphism p W .X; Œ��/! .Y; Œ��/ is relatively p.m.p. if there is
�0 2 Œ�� such that, in the disintegration of �0 with respect to p��0, the corresponding
map Y ! Prob.X/ is G-equivariant, that is,

�g �y D g��y .g 2G/ (1.4)

for �-almost every y 2 Y . If the measure class Œ�� contains a G-invariant probability
measure �0, then Œ�� contains a G-invariant probability measure �0 D p��0 and p is
relatively p.m.p. If G is a locally compact second countable group and H < G is a
closed subgroup, then there is a unique invariant measure class on G=H induced by a
Haar measure onG, which we will call the Haar measure class onG=H ; the invariant
measure class may or may not contain an invariant probability measure. If L < G is
another closed subgroup containing H , then the G-equivariant map G=H ! G=L,
gH 7! gL is relatively p.m.p. if and only if L=H carries an L-invariant probability
measure.

1.3. Relatively p.m.p. joinings and quasifactors
A relatively p.m.p. joining of two measurable �-spaces .Xi ; Œ�i �/, i D 1; 2, is a
G-quasi-invariant probability measure � on X1 �X2, so that both projections

pi W .X1 �X2; �/! .Xi ;�i / .i D 1; 2/

are relatively p.m.p. maps. For instance, if p W .X;�/! .Y; �/ is a relatively p.m.p.
quotient map, then the pushforward of � under the map x 7! .x;p.x// gives a rela-
tively p.m.p. joining of .X;�/with .Y; �/. Another joining associated to p W .X;�/!
.Y; �/ is the relatively independent self-joining of .X;�/ relative to .Y; �/, given by
the measure

��� �D

Z
Y

�y ��y d�.y/

on X �X (or rather on the subset X �Y X D ¹.x1; x2/ 2X �X j p.x1/D p.x2/º),
where �D

R
Y
�y d�.y/ is the disintegration for p WX! Y , that is, �y.p�1.¹yº//D

1 for �-almost every y 2 Y .
Given measurable G-spaces .X;�/ and .Y; �/, we say that .Y; �/ is a quasifactor

of .X;�/ if there is a G-map � 2MapG.Y;Prob.X//, y 7! �y such that

�D

Z
Y

�y d�.y/:
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Thus every relatively p.m.p. quotient map p W .X;�/! .Y; �/ defines a quasifactor
by disintegration.

Furthermore, any relatively p.m.p. joining � of .X1;�1/ and .X2;�2/ defines a
pair of quasifactor maps X1! Prob.X2/, X2! Prob.X1/, via the disintegration of
the projections pi W �! �i . Hence a classification of all quasifactors may lead to a
classification of relatively p.m.p. joinings and relatively p.m.p. factors. For example,
if p W .X;�/! .Y; �/ is a relatively p.m.p. G-factor and y 7! �y is the associated
disintegration of � with respect to �, then

X! Prob.X/; x 7! �p.x/

is a G-quasifactor.

1.4. S -algebraic groups, subgroups, actions
Let S be a finite set, for each v 2 S let kv be a nondiscrete local field of zero char-
acteristic (i.e., R, C, or a finite extension of Qp for some prime p), and let Gv be
an algebraic group defined over kv . Let G D

Q
v2S Gv.kv/ be the locally compact

second countable group formed by the product of the kv-points Gv.kv/ of Gv . We
shall use the term S -algebraic group to describe groups G that arise in this way.
By an S -algebraic subgroup H of an S -algebraic group G, we mean any locally
compact subgroup H D

Q
v2S Hv.kv/ where Hv < Gv is a kv-algebraic subgroup

for each v 2 S . Similarly, V is an S -variety if V D
Q
v2S Vv.kv/ is a product of

kv-points of kv-varieties for v 2 S . We shall say that V is an S -algebraic G-space if
G is an S -algebraic group and V is an S -algebraic variety equipped with a G-action
G � V associated to kv-algebraic actions Gv � Vv for each v 2 S . Homogeneous
S -algebraic spaces are V DG=H , where H <G is an S -algebraic subgroup.

Any S -algebraic space V can be considered as a Borel G-space, where the
Borel structure of V is induced by its locally compact topology. A homogeneous
S -algebraicG-space, V DG=H , equipped with the uniqueG-invariant measure class
Œ��G=H is a measurable G-space. If M <G is a closed (not necessarily S -algebraic)
subgroup, then any S -algebraic space V can be viewed as a Borel M -space and any
S -algebraic G-homogeneous space G=H is a measurable M -space.

Let G be a general locally compact second countable group. A discrete subgroup
� < G is a lattice if G=� has a G-invariant finite measure. One of the reasons to
consider the framework of S -algebraic groups, rather than just algebraic groups over
a single field, is that an S -algebraic group G may contain irreducible lattices, that is,
lattices that have a nondiscrete image in any proper factor of G. These are so-called
S -arithmetic lattices that arise from a number field k, a connected semisimple
k-group G, and a choice of a finite set S of inequivalent valuations of k. By let-
ting k.S/ denote the ring of S -integers in k, the countable group � D G.k.S//
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embeds as an irreducible lattice in the S -algebraic group
Q
v2S G.kv/. For example,

� D SLn.ZŒ1=p�/ is a lattice in the S -algebraic group G D SLn.R/� SLn.Qp/.
Recall that if H;M are closed subgroups in some locally compact group G,

then M � G=H is ergodic if and only if H � G=M is ergodic, where both spaces
are considered with the Haar measure classes. If � is an irreducible lattice in the
product G D

Q
Gv.kv/ formed by the kv-points of semisimple kv-groups and if

H D
Q

Hv.kv/ is not compact, then H � G=� and � � G=H are ergodic by
Moore’s ergodicity theorem.

1.5. Statements of the main results
We now present the main results for actions of a lattice � in an S -algebraic group G
on G=H , where H < G is an S -algebraic subgroup. We assume ergodicity of � �

G=H (equivalently H �G=�). Let us first state the results under the following sim-
plifying assumption:
(*) H has no nontrivial S -algebraic compact factor group.
Hereafter for any group action G � S we denote by SG the set of G-fixed points
in S .

THEOREM 1.1 (Equivariant Borel maps)
LetG be an S -algebraic group, letH <G be an S -algebraic subgroup, let � <G be
a lattice, and let G=H be an ergodic �-space. Assume (*). Let V be an S -algebraic
G-space viewed as a Borel �-space. Then

Map�.G=H;V /DMapG.G=H;V /Š V
H ;

where v 2 V H corresponds to the G-map fv.gH/D g � v.

As an immediate corollary we obtain measure-theoretic rigidity results. Given
a measurable �-space .X; Œ��/ denote by Aut.X; Œ��/ the group of measure-class
automorphisms of X , up to null sets, and let Aut�.X; Œ��/ denote the subgroup of
�-equivariant ones.

We denote conjugation by hg D g�1hg, Hg D g�1Hg and normalizers by

NG.H/D ¹g 2G jH
g DH º:

Recall that NG.H/=H is AutG.G=H/—the group of G-equivariant bijections of
G=H as a set. Here nH 2NG.H/=H acts on G=H by gH 7! gnH .

COROLLARY 1.2
Let G be an S -algebraic group, let H;H1;H2 < G be S -algebraic subgroups sat-
isfying (*), and let � < G be a lattice whose action on G=Hi is ergodic. Then the
following statements hold.
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(a) Map�.G=H1;G=H2/DMapG.G=H1;G=H2/ and all such maps are given by
gH1 7! gg0H2, where Hg0

1 <H2.
(b) The spaces G=H1 and G=H2 are isomorphic as ergodic �-spaces if and only

if they are algebraically isomorphic; that is, Hg0
1 DH2 for some g0 2G.

(c) Aut�.G=H/DAutG.G=H/ŠNG.H/=H .

Given an ergodic �-space G=H as above, it is possible to classify all of its rela-
tively p.m.p. �-factors.

THEOREM 1.3 (Relatively p.m.p. factors)
Let �;H < G be as in Theorem 1.1, and let p W G=H ! Y be a relatively p.m.p.
�-factor. Then .Y; �/ is a relatively p.m.p. G-factor of G=H . More precisely, there is
a closed subgroup H GL<G with K DL=H compact, so that Y ŠG=L and

p WG=H ! Y ŠG=L is given by gH 7! gL:

The following result shows that, under assumption (*), ergodic measurable
�-spaces G=H1 and G=H2 have no nontrivial relatively p.m.p. joinings, unless
G=H1 ŠG=H2.

THEOREM 1.4 (Relatively p.m.p. joinings)
Let �;H1;H2 < G be as in Corollary 1.2. Then the ergodic �-spaces G=H1 and
G=H2 admit a relatively p.m.p. joining if and only if H1 and H2 are conjugate in G.

THEOREM 1.5 (Quasifactors)
Let �;H < G and V be as in Theorem 1.1, and let � W G=H ! Prob.V / be a
�-quasifactor, where V is equipped with the �-quasi-invariant measure

� D

Z
G=H

�gH d�G=H :

Then V H ¤; and �gH D g � �0 for some fixed �0 2 Prob.V H /.

In short, the results above show that certain classes of measurable �-maps on a
G-homogeneous space G=H are necessarily G-maps, and therefore can be explicitly
described using the transitivity of the G-action. These results depend on the assump-
tion that the S -algebraic subgroup H <G has no S -algebraic compact factors. In the
case of a general S -algebraic subgroup H < G, measurable �-maps as above need
not be G-maps. We shall show, however, that such maps are M -maps, where M is
some closed cocompact subgroup of G containing � and acting transitively on G=H .
Moreover, M is a fat complement of H in G as described in Definition 6.1.
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THEOREM 1.6 (Quasifactors, general case)
Let G be an S -algebraic group, let H < G be an S -algebraic subgroup, let � < G
be a lattice, and assume that G=H is an ergodic �-space. Let V be an S -algebraic
G-space with a �-quasifactor � W G=H ! Prob.V /, where V is equipped with the
�-quasi-invariant measure

� D

Z
G=H

�gH d�G=H :

Then there exist a closed cocompact subgroup M < G, containing � , acting tran-
sitively on G=H (and being a fat complement of H as in Definition 6.1), so that
VM\H ¤;, and a probability measure �0 supported on VM\H such that, for almost
every m 2M ,

�mH Dm � �0:

Moreover, if G satisfies (*), then M has finite index in G.

When M acts transitively on G=H , for any g 2 G there is m 2M such that
gH D mH , and any two such elements of M differ by right-multiplication by an
element of M \ H . Therefore for v 2 VM\H , the map fv.gH/ D m � v is well
defined and is an M -map. Clearly all M -maps G=H ! V arise in this way.

COROLLARY 1.7 (Equivariant maps, general case)
Let �;H < G, and V be as above. Then there exists M <G as in Theorem 1.6, so
that

Map�.G=H;V /DMapM .G=H;V /Š V
M\H :

COROLLARY 1.8 (Relatively p.m.p. factors, general case)
Let �;H <G be as above, and let p WG=H ! Y be a relatively p.m.p. �-factor. Then
there existM <G as in Theorem 1.6 and a closed subgroupM \H GL<M so that
L=.M \H/ has a finite L-invariant measure, Y ŠM=L, and

p WG=H ! Y ŠM=L is given by mH 7!mL .m 2M/:

1.6. Previous results
The general inspiration for the questions considered here is the pioneering work of
Marina Ratner [20]–[22] where questions of measurable isomorphism, classification
of factors, and joinings were studied for actions of unipotent subgroup H < G on
G=� , where � is a lattice in a Lie group G. (These and more general results can also
be deduced from the general Ratner’s theorem [23] (see also [31]).) The assumption
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thatH <G is unipotent is very important for these results, as they fail for the diagonal
subgroup A< SL2.R/. It should also be emphasized that these are p.m.p. actions.

Questions of measure-theoretic rigidity for the�-action on infinite measure homo-
geneous spaces G=H were addressed by Shalom and Steger [28]. In this (unpub-
lished) work, the authors obtained a number of rigidity results by using representation-
theoretic techniques, including the rigidity of lattices in SL2.R/ acting on R2 and the
classification of relatively p.m.p. �-factors of Rn, where � < SLn.R/ is a lattice.

In [7] further results were obtained for �-actions onG=H by using purely dynam-
ical methods (alignment property). These results included classification of centraliz-
ers, relatively p.m.p. quotients, and joinings for a particular type of homogeneous
space G=H . In particular, in [7] the group G was assumed to be semisimple, H <G

to be “super-spherical,” and G=H to carry an infinite G-invariant measure.
The present paper provides a more systematic study of �-actions on G=H , re-

proving most of the results of [7] and [28] and significantly expanding the scope of
the spaces G=H and of the questions. In particular, we impose no restrictions on G
andH except for being S -algebraic. For instance, even the very special case withG D
SL2.R/ and H1 DH2 D A (the group of diagonal matrices) of Corollary 1.2 is new.
The new questions include equivariant maps to S -algebraic G-spaces (Theorems 1.1
and Corollary 1.7) and classification of quasifactors (Theorems 1.5 and 1.6).

Our results bear some similarity to Margulis’s factor theorem [13] that asserts
that all measurable �-equivariant quotients of G=P are G-equivariant and therefore
have the formG=P !G=Q, gP 7! gQ, where P <Q<G are parabolic subgroups.
However, the similarity is only superficial, as the context, phenomenology, and idea of
the proof are completely different. Margulis’s factor theorem concerns a higher rank
semisimple group G and a parabolic subgroup P < G, but the quotient maps are
not assumed to be (and never are) relatively p.m.p. This is similar to related work on
factor theorems by Zimmer [32], Nevo and Zimmer [16], and Bader and Shalom [2].

1.7. Some ideas in the proofs
If H is a subgroup of G, then one may restrict any G-space to obtain an H -space,
and there is a complementary operation of inducing an H -space to obtain a G-space.
These operations have been extensively studied in other contexts in representation
theory and ergodic theory. In Section 2 we adapt them to our framework and establish
an analogue of Frobenius reciprocity, which allows us to convert questions about �-
maps, where � is a lattice, to questions about H -maps, where H is algebraic. Then,
to study algebraic actions, we apply generalizations of the classical Borel density the-
orem [4], which says that if G is a semisimple S -algebraic group with no compact
factors and � < G is a lattice, then � is Zariski-dense in G. This theorem was gen-
eralized by a number of authors (see [6], [8], [27], [29]), and it was realized that this
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phenomenon is related to the classification of G-invariant probability measures on V ,
where V is an S -algebraic G-space, leading to a more abstract version which says
that every such measure must be supported on the set of fixed points, that is,

Prob.V /G D Prob.V G/:

We obtain one such generalization (Theorem 3.1) as a straightforward corollary of
previous work. Frobenius reciprocity and Borel density already suffice to imply our
results whenH satisfies (*). To obtain our results in the general case, we need a more
general version of Borel density (Theorem 6.2), which we call relative Borel density.
Theorem 6.2 is the main technical innovation in our paper. Its proof relies on classical
arguments, along with a detailed study of the Mautner envelope and a general version
of ergodic decomposition.

1.8. Some additional results
Our discussion so far has focused on actions of lattices � < G on homogeneous
spaces G=H , where H is an S -algebraic subgroup of an S -algebraic group G. In
fact, we have only used the fact that G=� carries a finite G-invariant measure, and
the results apply verbatim to actions of not necessarily discrete closed subgroups L
of G provided G=L carries a finite G-invariant measure. Such subgroups L <G are
said to be of finite covolume in G.

However, the finite covolume assumption is not necessary for the results as above
to hold; it is primarily used in arguments involving Borel’s density theorem, where the
existence of finite invariant measure provides recurrence via the Poincaré recurrence
theorem. In some situations one can exploit recurrence phenomena for actions of
subgroups � < G of infinite covolume on some G=H to prove results analogous to
[7, Theorem B].

A family of such examples appears in rank-one real Lie groups G; namely, G D
IsomC.Hn

k
/—the group of orientation-preserving isometries of a symmetric space of

rank-one Hn
k

with k denoting R, C, quaternions H, or octonions O with nD 2. We
denote by A < G the one-parameter Cartan subgroup and by K a maximal compact
subgroup, so that Hn

k
Š G=K , and we denote by C D ZK.A/ the centralizer of A

in K . Then CADZG.A/ is the centralizer of A in G. The G-space G=ZG.A/ is the
space of oriented geodesic lines in Hn

k
; it can also be identified with the space of pairs

of distinct points

G=ZG.A/Š @
.2/Hn

k D @Hn
k � @Hn

k n�

representing limits geo.˙1/D limt!˙1 geo.t/ of a geodesic geo.�/ in Hn
k

.
Let � be a torsion-free discrete subgroup in G. Then the right A-action on

�nG=C (resp., on G=A) corresponds to the geodesic flow on the unit tangent bun-
dle (resp., frame bundle) to the k-hyperbolic manifold �nG=K D �nHn

k
. Recall
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that the action A� �nG=C (resp., A� �nG) is ergodic if and only if the action
��G=ZG.A/ (resp., ��G=A) is ergodic.

If � is a lattice in G, that is, if vol.�nHn
k
/ < C1, then the above actions are

ergodic, and one obtains

Aut�.G=A/D AutG.G=A/DNG.A/=A;

Aut�
�
G=ZG.A/

�
D AutG

�
G=ZG.A/

�
DNG.A/=ZG.A/D ¹1;F º;

where F is the involution corresponding to the “time reversal” of the geodesic flow.
For the case ofG=A this follows from Corollary 1.2(c) becauseA has (*), and the case
of G=CA follows from Theorem 1.7 because G has (*) and has nonproper subgroups
of finite index.

We claim that the same conclusions hold for infinite covolume discrete subgroups
� < G provided the actions are ergodic. Examples with this behavior exist in the
real and complex hyperbolic spaces, namely, for G D IsomC.Hn

R/ ' SO.n; 1/ and
IsomC.Hn

C/' SU.n; 1/. These groups G contain many lattices ƒ < G with infinite
abelianization (cf. [11], [1]), including cocompact torsion-free lattices. If ƒ is such
a lattice and � D Ker.ƒ! Zd / with d D 1; 2, then the geodesic flow on the infinite
volume manifold �nHn

k
is ergodic (see [25], [10]). This gives examples of infinite

covolume discrete subgroups � <G for which the action

��G=CAŠ @.2/Hn
k

is ergodic and, in particular, conservative.

THEOREM 1.9
Let G D SO.n; 1/ or SU.n; 1/, and let � <G be a discrete subgroup with an ergodic
action on G=A. Then

Aut�.G=A/DAutG.G=A/DNG.A/=A

and

Aut�
�
G=ZG.A/

�
DAutG

�
G=ZG.A/

�
DNG.A/=ZG.A/D ¹Id;F º;

where F denotes the flip F W .x; y/ 7! .y; x/ on G=ZG.A/Š @.2/Hn
k

.

Remark 1.10
The above result is also valid for the remaining rank-one groups Sp.n; 1/' Isom.Hn

H
/

and F4.�20/ ' Isom.H2
O
/, but for these groups G, the ergodicity condition forces the

discrete subgroup � < G to be a lattice; hence, these cases are already covered by
Theorem 1.1. Let us sketch the argument showing that, for G ' Sp.n; 1/ and F4.�20/
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for any discrete � < G with vol.G=�/ D C1 the A-flow on G=� , the imposed
ergodicity assumption as in Theorem 1.9 fails. To this end choose a K-invariant posi-
tive function f 2L2.G=�/with f .x/! 0 if and only if x!C1 inG=� . Since the
groups G in question have Kazhdan’s property (T) and L2.G=�/ has no G-invariant
vectors, for any fixed e¤ a 2A there is c > 0 so that

Z
G=�

f .an:x/f .x/dm.x/ < e�cn .n� 1/:

It follows that, for any c0 < c, one has

Z
G=�

� 1X
nD1

ec
0nf .an:x/f .x/

�
dm.x/ <C1;

and therefore, for almost every x 2G=� one has f .an:x/ < e�c
0n for n� n.x; c0/. In

particular, an:x!1 in G=� . Consequently the A-actions on G=� and on CnG=�
are dissipative.

Another possible modification of our basic setup concerns the assumptions on
H < G, namely, instead of assuming H to be an S -algebraic subgroup, one might
consider a general closed subgroup, or a discrete subgroup as an extreme case. More
specifically, consider the space of �-equivariant measurable maps

Map�.G=ƒ;G=�/;

where ƒ;�<G are discrete subgroups and � is a lattice in G. As before, the source
space G=ƒ is equipped with the Haar measure class and is viewed as an ergodic
�-space, whereas the target space G=� may be viewed either as a measurable
�-space or as a Borel �-space.

THEOREM 1.11
Let G be a connected noncompact simple real Lie group, let � <G be a lattice, and
let ƒ;� < G be discrete subgroups, with ƒ Zariski-dense in G. In addition assume
one of the following:
(RS) ƒ is a lattice in a subgroup of G generated by unipotent elements, or
(BQ) � is a contained in a lattice �0 <G.
Then any element of Map�.G=ƒ;G=�/ is either:
(a) a G-map gƒ 7! ga�, where a 2G is such that a�1ƒa <�, or
(b) a constant map gƒ 7! a�, where a 2G is such that a�1�a <�.
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1.9. Positive characteristic
It would be interesting to know the extent to which our assumption that k is of charac-
teristic zero is essential. Our basic results proved under condition (*) (i.e., Theorems
1.1, 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5 and Corollary 1.2) follow by our arguments, combined with a
version of Borel’s density theorem proved by Shalom [27]. In the proof of our more
general results we used the characteristic zero assumption several times (particularly
in Section 5), and it would be interesting to find the precise conditions under which
the results extend to arbitrary characteristic.

1.10. Organization of the paper
In Section 2 we introduce the category of measurableG-spaces and establish a version
of Frobenius reciprocity that will play a crucial role in the proof. Then in Section 3
we discuss the Borel density theorem and, in Section 4, give a self-contained proof
of our main results under the assumption that H has no compact algebraic quotients.
Sections 2–4 exhibit our main ideas and quickly prove a substantial part of our results,
avoiding technicalities.

The proof in full generality requires further preparation. In Section 5 we introduce
the notions of the Mautner envelope and establish a general version of the Mautner
property (Theorem 5.6), which is of independent interest. In Section 6 we discuss
fat complements and deduce the relative Borel density theorem. The proofs of the
remaining results are given in Section 7. As we show, they follow easily from the
relative Borel density theorem. In Section 8, we give several examples to demonstrate
that the assumptions in the main theorems are essential. Finally, in the Appendix, we
summarize well-known results on the space of ergodic components and deduce some
corollaries.

2. Frobenius reciprocity
Let G be a locally compact second countable group. Denote by BG the category of
all Borel G-spaces. The objects of this category are Borel actions on standard Borel
spaces G�X , and morphisms are Borel G-maps.

We shall denote by MCPG the category of measurable G-spaces. The objects
of this category are measure class–preserving actions of G on standard probability
spaces G � .X; Œ��/, and the morphisms are G-morphisms p W X ! Y for which
Œ��D Œp���. We identify any two G-morphisms that agree �-almost everywhere and
write MorG.X;Y / for the set of equivalence classes. We shall distinguish a subset of
morphisms

Mor1G.X;Y /D
®
p 2MorG.X;Y / W p relatively p.m.p.

¯
:

Recall that given X 2MCPG and Z 2BG we denote by
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MapG.X;Z/

the set of equivalence classes of Borel G-equivariant maps ˆ WX!Z.
LetH be a closed subgroup ofG. Then every Borel G-space is a BorelH -space,

and every Borel G-map is a Borel H -map. This holds similarly for the measurable
category. Hence, we have the restriction functor

ResGH WBG!BH ; ResGH WMCPG!MCPH :

There is also a natural construction of the induction functor (cf. [33, Section 4.2])

IndGH WBH !BG ; IndGH WMCPH !MCPG

defined as follows. Given a Borel H -space X , consider the factor map 	 WG �X !
.G � X/= � where � is the equivalence relation .g; x/ � .gh;h�1x/ for g 2 G,
h 2 H , and x 2 X . As a measure space, .G � X/= � is isomorphic to G=H � X
and consequently is a standard Borel space. The G-action on .G � X/= � is given
by gŒg1; x� D Œgg1; x� for g;g1 2 G and x 2 X . This defines the induced G-space
IndGH .X/. Given an H -map p WX! Y between Borel H -spaces, define the induced
map

IndGH .p/ W IndGH .X/! IndGH .Y /

by Œg; x� 7! Œg;p.x/� for g 2 G and x 2 X . In the measurable category, one applies
the same constructions to the underlying Borel spaces. As for the measures, let 
 be a
probability measure onG equivalent to the Haar measure onG. We equip .G�X/=�
with the probability measure obtained by pushing forward 
 � � under the quotient
map G � X ! .G � X/= �. The G-action preserves the induced measure class on
IndGH .X/. We leave the proof of the following straightforward statement to the reader.

LEMMA 2.1
Let X;Y 2MCPH .
(a) If p 2MorH .X;Y /, then IndGH .p/ 2MorG.IndGH .X/; IndGH .Y //.
(b) If p 2Mor1H .X;Y /, then IndGH .p/ 2Mor1G.IndGH .X/; IndGH .Y //.

Next we show that the functors ResGH and IndGH are formally adjoint.

PROPOSITION 2.2 (Frobenius reciprocity)
Let X 2MCPH , Y 2MCPG , and Z 2BG . Then there are natural bijections

MorH
�
X;ResGH .Y /

�
'MorG

�
IndGH .X/;Y

�
;

Mor1H
�
X;ResGH .Y /

�
'Mor1G

�
IndGH .X/;Y

�
;

MapH
�
X;ResGH .Z/

�
'MapG

�
IndGH .X/;Z

�
;
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in all three cases given by

ˆ 7�!
�
Œg; x� 7! gˆ.x/

�
: (2.1)

Proof
Let ˆ W X ! Y be an H -map, where Y is a G-space. It follows from [33, Proposi-
tion B.5] that after modifyingˆ on a null set, there exists anH -invariant Borel subset
X0 �X of full measure such that ˆjX0 is H -equivariant. This shows that (2.1) gives
a well-defined map from MorH .X;ResGH .Y // to MorG.IndGH .X/;Y /.

Now we construct its inverse. Every element in MorG.IndGH .X/;Y / can be lifted
to a map ‰ WG �X! Y such that

‰.gg0; x/D g‰.g0; x/ and ‰.g0h�1; h � x/D‰.g0; x/ (2.2)

for every g 2G, h 2H , and almost every .g0; x/ 2G �X . Moreover, this correspon-
dence respects the measure class–preserving property. Applying [33, Proposition B.5]
to the action of G �H on G �X given by

.g; h/:.g0; x/D .gg0h�1; h � x/;

we conclude that, after modifying ‰ on a set of measure zero, we may assume that
there exists an H -invariant Borel subset X0 of X with full measure such that (2.2)
holds for all .g0; x/ 2 G �X0. Then ˆ.x/D ‰.e;x/, x 2 X , is an H -map and it is
clear that it defines the inverse to the map (2.1).

The induced space IndGH .X/ is easy to describe for G-spaces.

PROPOSITION 2.3
For every X 2MCPG ,

IndGH
�
ResGH .X/

�
'G=H �X;

where the latter space is equipped with the product measure class and the diagonal
action.

Proof
The map G �X!G �X W .g; x/ 7! .g;g � x/ induces an isomorphism of the spaces
in question.

Now we establish several corollaries that give correspondences among sets of
maps in different categories.
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COROLLARY 2.4
Let X;Y 2MCPG , let Z 2BG , and let H <G be a closed subgroup. Then, under
the bijections given by Propositions 2.2 and 2.3,

MorH .X;Y /'MorG.G=H �X;Y /;

Mor1H .X;Y /'Mor1G.G=H �X;Y /; (2.3)

MapH .X;Z/'MapG.G=H �X;Z/:

Proof
The claim follows from Propositions 2.2 and 2.3.

COROLLARY 2.5
Let H;L<G be closed subgroups, let Y 2MCPG , and let Z 2BG . Then there are
natural bijections

MorL.G=H;Y /'MorH .G=L;Y /;

Mor1L.G=H;Y /'Mor1H .G=L;Y /; (2.4)

MapL.G=H;Z/'MapH .G=L;Z/:

Proof
Indeed, MapL.G=H;Z/'MapG.G=L �G=H;Z/'MapH .G=L;Z/ using Corol-
lary 2.4. This holds similarly for the other maps.

Remark 2.6
Let us record the correspondence MapL.G=H;Z/ ' MapH .G=L;Z/ explicitly.
Denote Y D G=L, and denote by � W Y ! G a Borel cross-section of the projection
g 7! gL. Then the map ` WG � Y !G defined by

`.g;y/D �.g:y/�1g�.y/

takes values in L, and forms a Borel cocycle. Given an L-map f W G=H ! Z we
define F WG=L!Z by

F.y/D �.y/:f
�
�.y/�1H

�

and observe that for h 2H one has, using the L-equivariance of f ,

F.h:y/D �.h:y/:f
�
�.h:y/�1H

�
D �.h:y/:f

�
`.h;y/�.y/�1H

�
D �.h:y/`.h;y/:f

�
�.y/�1H

�
D �.h:y/`.h;y/�.y/�1:F .y/D h:F.y/:
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The correspondence f 7! F is an explicit identification of MapL.G=H;Z/ with
MapH .G=L;Z/, depending on � WG=L!G.

For our purposes it will suffice to consider maps from measurable spaces to Borel
spaces. Hence we state the following corollary for this case only, others being analo-
gous.

COROLLARY 2.7
Let H;L;M be closed subgroups of G with L < M , and let Z 2 BG . Then the
natural inclusion map

MapM .G=H;Z/ ,!MapL.G=H;Z/

is a bijection if and only if the natural map

MapH .G=M;Z/!MapH .G=L;Z/;

induced by G=L!G=M , is a bijection.

Proof
It is straightforward to check that one has the commutative diagram

MapM .G=H;Z/

'

MapL.G=H;Z/

'

MapH .G=M;Z/ MapH .G=L;Z/

where the vertical arrows are the bijections given by Corollary 2.5. The claim follows.

3. Borel density theorem
Fix a finite set S and a collection of nondiscrete local fields kv , v 2 S , of zero char-
acteristic. Let V D

Q
v2S Vv.kv/ be an S -variety. It carries the Zariski topology,

by which we mean the product of the Zariski topologies of the factors Vv , v 2 S ,
and the analytic topology coming from the analytic structures of the local fields. An
S -algebraic quotient H ! K of an S -algebraic group H is called compact if K is
compact in the analytic topology.

For an S -algebraic variety V , we set

Prob0.V /D V; ProbnC1.V /D Prob
�
Probn.V /

�
.n� 0/:

We shall need the following version of the Borel density theorem.
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THEOREM 3.1 (Borel density)
Let H be an S -algebraic group with no compact S -algebraic factors, and let V be
an S -algebraic H -space. Then, for all n� 0,

Probn.V /H D Probn.V H /:

Note that the existence ofH -invariant measures implies the existence ofH -fixed
points. The set of H -fixed points V H is the product of kv-points of fixed-point vari-
eties

V H D
Y
v2S

VHv
v .kv/:

Proof
The inclusion Probn.V /H � Probn.V H / is trivial. We shall prove the other inclusion
by induction on n, starting with n D 1. When V D Vv.kv/ is an algebraic variety
defined over a single local field kv , the claim is well known (see, for instance, [27,
Theorem 3.9]). To handle the general S -algebraic case, consider the projections pv W
V !Vv.kv/, v 2 S . For � 2 Prob.V /H , the pushforward measures satisfy

pv�.�/ 2 Prob
�
Vv.kv/

�Hv.kv/
D Prob

�
Vv.kv/Hv.kv/

�
;

where Hv DHv.kv/. This implies that � is supported on V H D
Q
v2S Vv.kv/

Hv , as
required.

Assume the validity of the theorem for n � 1. The barycenter map (see [17])
gives an H -equivariant map

bar W Prob
�
Probn.V /

�
! Probn.V /; � 7!

Z
Probn.V /

�d�.�/:

By equivariance, invariant measures are mapped to fixed points. Thus, by induction,

bar
�
ProbnC1.V /H

�
� Probn.V /H D Probn.V H /: (3.1)

If, for � 2 ProbnC1.V /H , we have that

�
�®
� W �

�
Probn�1.V H /

�
< 1

¯�
> 0;

then

bar.�/
�
Probn�1.V H /

�
D

Z
Probn.V /

�
�
Probn�1.V H /

�
d�.�/ < 1;

which contradicts (3.1). It follows that �-almost every measure in Probn.V / is sup-
ported on Probn�1.V H /. Therefore, � 2 ProbnC1.V H /. This completes the proof.
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We recall the notion of discompact radical introduced by Shalom in [27, Proposi-
tion 1.4]. The discompact radical Rdc.H/ of an S -algebraic group H is the maximal
S -algebraic subgroup of H which does not have any nontrivial compact S -algebraic
quotients. We note that Rdc.H/ is normal inH , andH=Rdc.H/ is compact (see [27]).

We give two corollaries of the Borel density theorem.

COROLLARY 3.2
Let H be an S -algebraic group, and let V be an S -algebraic H -space. Let .X; �/ be
an H -space with an invariant probability measure. Then, for any H -map ˆ W X !
Probn.V /,

ˆ.x/ 2 Probn.V Rdc.H// for �-a.e. x:

In particular, if the H -action on .X; �/ is ergodic, then for some �0 2 Probn.V /

ˆ.x/ 2H:�0

for �-almost every x 2X .

Proof
The first assertion follows from Theorem 3.1 applied to the measure ˆ�.�/ and the
group Rdc.H/. To prove the second assertion, observe that ˆ�.�/ is ergodic with
respect to the action of the compact group H=Rdc.H/. Hence it has to be supported
on a single orbit.

The following corollary explains the terminology “Borel density theorem.”

COROLLARY 3.3
Let H be an S -algebraic group, and let M <H be a closed subgroup, so that H=M
has a finite H -invariant measure. Then Rdc.H/ is contained in the Zariski closure
of M .

Proof
Let M be the Zariski closure of M , and let V D H=M . Applying Corollary 3.2
to the H -map H=M ! V , we deduce that Rdc.H/ acts trivially on H=M ; hence
Rdc.H/ <M .

4. Proofs of the basic results
Following these preparations, we are in position to prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.5. They
correspond to the special cases nD 0; 1 of the following result.
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THEOREM 4.1
Let G be an S -algebraic group, let H be an S -algebraic subgroup with no compact
S -algebraic factors, let � <G be a lattice so that ��G=H is ergodic, and let V be
an S -algebraic G-space. Then, for every nD 0; 1; : : : , viewing Probn.V / as a Borel
�-space and G=H as an ergodic �-space gives that there is a natural isomorphism

Map�
�
G=H;Probn.V /

�
DMapG

�
G=H;Probn.V /

�
Š Probn.V H /;

where w 2 Probn.V H / corresponds to the map ˆw.gH/D g:w.

Proof
Denote Y D Probn.V /. By Corollary 3.2, we have the bijections

MapH .G=�;Y /' Y
H 'MapH .G=G;Y /:

Hence, it follows from Corollary 2.7 that the inclusion

MapG.G=H;Y / ,!Map�.G=H;Y /

is a bijection as well. This means that every �-map G=H ! Y agrees almost every-
where with a G-map. Finally, it is easy to see that every G-map is of the given
form.

Proof of Theorem 1.3
Let the �y ’s be the measures on G=H coming from the disintegration of �. We may
assume that y 7! �y is a �-map. Applying Theorem 1.5 to the �-map � W G=H !
Prob.G=H/ defined by �.x/ D �p.x/, we see that there exists �0 2 Prob.G=H/,
supported on .G=H/H ŠNG.H/=H , such that �.gH/D g�0. In particular, � is a
G-map. Let L denote the stabilizer of �0. Since y 7! �y is injective, Y is identified
with its image under y 7! �y D �p.gH/ D g�0; that is, Y is isomorphic to G=L, and
under this identification, p is given by gH 7! gL. Since L <NG.H/, we have that
H GL, and since the disintegration of �G=H has L-invariant probability measures as
fiber measures, there is a finite invariant measure on L=H . This implies that L=H is
compact.

Proof of Theorem 1.4
As explained in Section 1.3, a relatively p.m.p. joining of G=H1 and G=H2 gives rise
to a �-map G=H1! Prob.G=H2/. By Theorem 1.5, .G=H2/H1 is nonempty; that is,
H1 is contained in a conjugate of H2. Reversing the roles of H1 and H2 we see that
H1 contains a conjugate of H2. Since the Hi ’s are S -algebraic groups, this implies
that H1 and H2 are conjugate.
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5. The Mautner property
Let G be a locally compact second countable group, and let H and L be closed
subgroups. We say that .H;L;G/ has the Mautner property if, for every continuous
unitary representation 	 WG!U.H /, a vector which is fixed by H is already fixed
by L, that is,

H�.H/ �H�.L/:

When G is clear, we will say that the pair .H;L/ has the Mautner property. In fact
(fixing G and H ), there is a maximal L such that .H;L;G/ has the Mautner prop-
erty. Take the intersection of all fixators of all spaces of the form H�.H/ over all
unitary G-representations 	 . We call this maximal L the Mautner envelope of H in
G, and denote it by H

MT
. The alert reader will note that our notation suppresses the

dependence on G. Thus .H;H
MT
;G/ has the Mautner property, and .H;L;G/ has

the Mautner property if and only if L < H
MT

. In this section, we analyze Mautner
envelopes in S -algebraic groups. A closed subgroup of an S -algebraic group is called
f.i.-algebraic if it is a finite-index subgroup of an S -algebraic subgroupL�G. While
the Mautner envelope does not have to be normal or f.i.-algebraic in general, we shall
show (see Theorem 5.6 below) that it always contains a cocompact subgroup satisfy-
ing both of these properties. Before doing so, let us collect some trivial observations.

LEMMA 5.1
Let H be a closed subgroup in a locally compact second countable group G.

(a) ¹eº
MT
D ¹eº.

(b) If H is compact, then H DH
MT

.
(c) If H

MT
contains a closed subgroup N which is normal in G, then

.H
MT
/D .H/

MT
;

where  WG!G=N is the factor map.
(d) If N is a closed normal subgroup of G containing H , then H

MT
<N .

Proof
(b) Let 	 W G ! HnG be the quotient map. Given g … H , let f be a continuous
compactly supported function on HnG which vanishes on 	.g/ but not on 	.e/.
Then f ı	 2L2.G/ isH -invariant but not g-invariant. Note that (a) is a special case
of (b).

(c) The inclusion � follows from the fact that any G=N -representation is also

a G-representation. For the other inclusion, let M D �1..H/
MT

/. We need to

show that .H;M/ has the Mautner property. Since N < H
MT

, given any unitary
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G-representation 	 WG!U.H /, one has

H�.H/ �H�.H
MT

/ �H�.N/;

and since N is normal in G, H�.N/ is 	.G/-invariant and so induces a unitary G=N -

representation on H�.N/. In this representation, .H/
MT

acts trivially, soM is trivial
on H�.N/. In particular, M fixes H�.H/.

(d) This can be seen by considering the representation L2.G=N/.

Let us review some basic properties of S -algebraic groups that follow from well-
known properties of algebraic groups over local fields of characteristic zero (see, e.g.,
[18]).

PROPOSITION 5.2 (cf. Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 6.14 in [18])
Let XD

Q
v2S Xv be a product of algebraic varieties over local fields with a transitive

action of GD
Q
v2S Gv . Then the set X of S -points of X is a union of finitely many

G-orbits. Each of these orbits is open and closed in X .

The following is a special case of Proposition 5.2.

PROPOSITION 5.3
Let  W G ! H be an algebraic homomorphism of S -algebraic groups. Then the
image .G/ is f.i.-algebraic in H .

LEMMA 5.4
Let G be an S -algebraic group, and let G be the corresponding locally compact
group. For any closed subgroup M <G, the collection N of all subgroups N <M

which are normal in G and correspond to Zariski-connected, f.i.-algebraic subgroups
in G contains a unique maximal element.

Definition 5.5
The unique maximal subgroup N of M as above is called the f.i.-algebraic kernel of
M and is denoted by Na.M/.

To justify the term, we note that the f.i.-algebraic kernel Na.M/ of M is the
maximal f.i.-algebraic, Zariski-connected subgroup of G that acts trivially on G=M .

Proof of Lemma 5.4
First let us show that a maximal element of N (with respect to inclusion) must be
unique. Let U;V 2N , and denote by U, V their Zariski closures in G and by U , V
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the corresponding locally compact subgroups in G. Then

ŒU W U � <1; ŒV W V � <1:

Applying Proposition 5.2 to the action of U � V on U � V , we see that U � V is of
finite index in U � V . Similarly UV is of finite index in U �V . Clearly, UV is normal
and contained in M ; therefore UV 2N .

We now show that a maximal element of N exists. If U1 <U2 < � � � is an ascend-
ing chain in N , then the corresponding chain of Zariski closures stabilizes after
finitely many steps because the U i ’s are connected. Since Ui has finite index in U i ,
this implies that the original chain stabilizes as well.

Below we use results from [15] and [30] to prove the following theorem, which
is the main result of this section. We remind the reader that in our setting all fields kv
are of characteristic zero.

THEOREM 5.6 (Mautner envelope)
Let G be an S -algebraic group, and let H be an S -algebraic subgroup of G.
(a) H

MT
=Na.H

MT
/ is a compact group.

(b) H
MT
=Na.H

MT
/ is a finite group, provided H has no nontrivial compact S -

algebraic quotients.

Let H be an algebraic group over a local field k, and let A < H be a one-
dimensional connected algebraic subgroup, isomorphic over k either to the additive
group Ga or to the multiplicative group Gm. We shall say that A < H is a one-
dimensional k-split subgroup of H . Given an S -algebraic group H, let H_ be the
smallest closed subgroup of the locally compact group H D

Q
�2S H�.k�/ contain-

ing all the one-dimensional connected split subgroups over the relevant local fields.
Given an S -algebraic group G containing H , let H^ be the closed normal subgroup
of G generated by H_. (The dependence on G is hidden in this notation.)

Theorem 5.6 will be deduced from the following three propositions that we prove
below.

PROPOSITION 5.7
Let G be an S -algebraic group, and let H be an S -algebraic subgroup of G. Then
H^ is the Mautner envelope of H_ in G.

PROPOSITION 5.8
Let G be an S -algebraic group. Then G_ is a Zariski-dense subgroup of finite index
in Rdc.G/.
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PROPOSITION 5.9
Let G be an S -algebraic group, and let H be an S -algebraic subgroup of G. Then
H^ is f.i.-algebraic and Zariski-connected.

Proof of Theorem 5.6 (assuming Propositions 5.7, 5.8, 5.9)

Let N DH^. By Proposition 5.7, N is contained in H
MT

. It is clearly normal, and
also f.i.-algebraic and Zariski-connected by Proposition 5.9. It follows that N is con-

tained in the f.i.-algebraic kernel Na.H
MT
/ ofH

MT
. Hence, in order to establish asser-

tion (a) it suffices to show that H
MT
=N is compact.

Denote by  WG!G=N the factor map. By Lemma 5.1(c), .H
MT
/D .H/

MT
;

thus we need to establish the compactness of .H/
MT

. Since H_ < ker./ \ H
and H=H_ is compact by Proposition 5.8, it follows that .H/ is compact. Now

Lemma 5.1(b) implies that .H/
MT

is compact, proving (a).
We now assume thatH has no compact S -algebraic quotients. By Proposition 5.8,

H_ is Zariski-dense in H . Then the Zariski closure N of N contains H . By Propo-
sition 5.9, N is Zariski-connected and of finite index in N . Clearly N is normal in G,
so by Lemma 5.1(d), H

MT
is contained in N . Hence, we have the inclusions

N <Na.H
MT
/ <H

MT
<N

that imply claim (b).

Proof of Proposition 5.7
Let AD A.k/ be a one-dimensional k-split algebraic subgroup of G. We first show
that .A;A^/ has the Mautner property. Note that we may assume without loss of
generality that G is Zariski-connected. We need to consider the cases when A is
isomorphic over k to the additive group Ga and the multiplicative group Gm.

When A' Ga, it was proved in [15, Proposition 2.1] that there exists a closed
normal subgroup N containing A such that .A;N / has the Mautner property. This
implies the claim in this case.

When A'Gm, we use the results of Wang [29]. Let g be an element of infinite
order in A. We define the following subgroups of G:

UC D ¹x 2G W gnxg�n! e as n!1º;

U� D ¹x 2G W g�nxgn! e as n!1º;

M D ¹x 2G W g�nxgn is bounded for n 2 Zº:

It was shown in [29, Section 2] that
(1) UC;U� and M are the k-points of Zariski-connected k-algebraic subgroups;
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(2) UC, U� and M generate G;
(3) the closed subgroup W D hUC;U�i is normal in G; and
(4) the pair .C;W / has the Mautner property, where C D hgi.
We claim, in addition, that
(5) M commutes with A.
For this we recall the construction ofM from [29]. Let S be the maximal k-split torus
in G containing A, and let � be a set of simple roots on S such that j˛.g/j 	 1 for
˛ 2�, where j � j denotes the absolute value of k. Let ‚D ¹˛ 2� W j˛.g/j D 1º, and
let S‚ be the connected component of the identity in

T
˛2‚ ker.˛/. Then the subgroup

M is precisely the centralizer of S‚ inG. Every ˛ 2‚ defines a k-character of A such
that ˛ is bounded on ADA.k/. Hence, it follows that ˛.A/D 1 for every ˛ 2‚, and
A� S‚.k/. Therefore M commutes with A, as claimed.

Let N DAW , where W is as in (3). Since M commutes with A, it follows from
(2) that N is normal in G. By (4), .A;N / has the Mautner property. Hence, .A;A^/
has the Mautner property as well. This proves our claim for the case A'Gm.

To finish the proof of the proposition, we recall that H_ is the closed subgroup
generated by the one-dimensional split subgroups A of H , and we observe that H^

is the closed subgroup generated by the corresponding groups A^. Since the pairs
.A;A^/ have the Mautner property, it follows that the pair .H_;H^/ has the Mautner
property as well. As H^ is normal in G, we conclude that it is the Mautner envelope
of H_ by Lemma 5.1(d).

The proof of Proposition 5.8 and later arguments will require the notion of the
Lie algebra and exponential map for S -algebraic groups, which we now recall. Given
an S -algebraic group G, we introduce its Lie algebra Lie.G/. It is defined to beQ
v2S Lie.Gv/ where Lie.Gv/ is the Lie algebra of the vth local factor. Since each

group Gv is defined over kv , its Lie algebra has a kv-structure, and we consider
Lie.Gv/ as a Lie algebra over kv . The notion of the Lie algebra can be defined for any
closed subgroup H of G D

Q
v2S Gv.kv/. For this purpose we may assume without

loss of generality that all the local fields in S are incompatible (i.e., have different
characteristics of the residue fields). Then there exists an open normal subgroup ofH
that splits as a product of local factors (see, e.g., [21, Proposition 1.5]). We define the
Lie algebra of H as the product of the Lie algebras of local factors. The exponential
map exp W Lie.H/!H is the product of exponential maps of the local factors, and it
defines a diffeomorphism in a neighborhood of zero.

Proof of Proposition 5.8
It suffices to prove the claim when G is a connected algebraic group defined over a
local field k. Let RDG_. Consider the factor map 	 WG!G=Rdc.G/. By Proposi-
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tion 5.3, for a one-dimensional split group A, the group 	.A/ is f.i.-algebraic and
hence compact. Then ker.	/ \ A is infinite, and since A is one-dimensional and
connected, ker.	/ \ A is Zariski-dense in A. This implies that 	.A/ D 1. Hence,
R� Rdc.G/.

Since a discompact group has no f.i.-algebraic subgroups, it suffices to show that
R has finite index in Rdc.G/. We may assume, without loss of generality, that G D
Rdc.G/. Since the field k has characteristic zero, the group G has Levi decomposition

GD STU;

where S is a connected semisimple subgroup defined over k, T is an algebraic torus
defined over k that commutes with S, and U is a normal unipotent subgroup defined
over k. Since G D Rdc.G/, it follows from [18, Theorem 3.1] that the reductive group
ST has no nontrivial k-anisotropic quotients.

In particular, this implies that the torus T is k-split. Then T is isomorphic over
k to Gd

m and T �R. Similarly, U �R; indeed, since U is unipotent, the exponential
map is a polynomial isomorphism Lie.U /! U . It follows that every element of
U is contained in a one-dimensional split unipotent subgroup of the form exp.tx/,
x 2 Lie.U /.

Let SC denote the closed subgroup of S generated by unipotent split subgroups
of S . Since S does not have any k-anisotropic quotients, the subgroup SC has finite
index in S by [18, Section 7.2]. It follows that R \ ST U has finite index in ST U .
Since G is a homogeneous space with respect to the action of S � T � U given by
.s; t; u/ �gD stgu�1, it follows from Proposition 5.2 thatG is a finite union of double
cosets of .ST;U /. Using that U is normal, we conclude that ST U is a finite-index
subgroup of G. This implies the claim.

Proposition 5.9 will be deduced from the following more general theorem.

THEOREM 5.10
Let G be an algebraic group defined over a local field k, and let Ai , i 2 I , be a
family of connected k-subgroups closed under conjugation by elements of G. Then
the closed subgroup N of G generated by Ai , i 2 I , is f.i.-algebraic.

Proof of Proposition 5.9 (assuming Theorem 5.10)
Note that H^ is generated by all the conjugates of the one-dimensional split S -
algebraic subgroups of H . By Theorem 5.10, it is f.i.-algebraic, and it is Zariski-
connected since it is generated by Zariski-connected subgroups.

The rest of this section will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 5.10. Our first
step toward the proof of Theorem 5.10 is the case of a solvable group.
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LEMMA 5.11
Let G be a solvable algebraic group defined over a local field k, and let Ai , i 2 I , be
a family of connected k-algebraic subgroups. Suppose that there is no proper normal
algebraic subgroup of G containing all of the Ai ’s. For each i letHi be a finite-index
subgroup of Ai . Let N be a closed subgroup of G which is normal in a finite-index
subgroup of G and which contains all of the Hi ’s. Then N is of finite index in G.

Proof
The group G must be connected, as it is generated by the connected groups Ai and
their conjugates. The group N is Zariski-dense in G since it is normalized by a
Zariski-dense subgroup and its Zariski closure contains all of the Ai ’s. By dimension
considerations we may assume that the collection I is finite. When G is abelian, the
lemma follows from Proposition 5.3 by considering the homomorphism

Q
I Ai !G.

For the general case, we will proceed by induction on dim G. We will show that
G contains a normal algebraic subgroup M such that M \N is of finite index in M ;
from this, the statement will follow by applying the induction hypothesis to G=M. We
will use the notation of [5], and let D i .G/ denote the subgroups in the derived series
of G. We will focus on the last nontrivial group D in this series, and distinguish two
cases, according to whether D is or is not central in G.

If D is not central in G, then since N is Zariski-dense in G, there exists n0 2N
which does not centralize D. Consider the map ' D 'n0 , where 'n WD!D is defined
by x 7! Œn; x�D nxn�1x�1. Using the fact that D is abelian we obtain the formula

Œn; xy�D Œn; x�Œn; y�x D Œn; x�Œn; y�I (5.1)

that is, ' is a k-algebraic homomorphism. Denote the Zariski closure of the image
by L. Applying Proposition 5.3 we find that '.D/ is of finite index in L. On the other
hand, whenever x 2NG.N /, '.x/ 2N . Since NG.N / is of finite index in G, we also
have that ND.N / is of finite index in D. This implies that L\N is of finite index in
L, and hence for any n 2N , the conjugate Ln also satisfies that Ln \N is of finite
index in Ln. Let M be the smallest k-algebraic group containing all the conjugates
Ln, for n 2N . EachLn is contained in D since D is normal in G. Thus M is contained
in D and hence abelian. SinceN is Zariski-dense, M is a normal subgroup of G. Since
the theorem is already proved for abelian groups, we now apply it to the groups M
(in place of G) and Ln (in place of Hi ) to obtain that M \N is of finite index in M ,
completing the proof in this case.

If D is central in G, then we let E be the preceding term in the derived series; that
is, DD .E;E/. For each n 2 N we can define 'n as in the previous case. Using [5,
Proposition 2.2], an induction shows that, for each i , N \D i .G/ is Zariski-dense in
D i .G/. In particular, we can find n 2N \E such that 'n.E/ is nontrivial. We con-
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sider ' D 'n as a k-algebraic map E!D. Since D is central in G, (5.1) shows that '
is a homomorphism in this case as well. Now the same argument can be repeated.

LEMMA 5.12
Let G be a connected k-algebraic group with no solvable nontrivial quotients. Let N
be an open normal subgroup of G. Then N is of finite index in G.

Proof
We denote the unipotent radical of G by U, and let GD S � U be a Levi decompo-
sition. The subgroup S is semisimple. (Otherwise there is an abelian quotient.) By
passing to a covering group, we may and will assume that S is simply connected.
Since N is open in G, it is enough to prove that N is cocompact in G. By [14, Corol-
lary 2.3.2(a)], N contains the group S 0 where S0 < S is the subgroup consisting of the
product of all k-isotropic factors. Since S 0U is cocompact in G, there is no loss of
generality in assuming that S0 D S and hence S < N . For U trivial, the proof is now
complete. For the general case, we proceed by induction on the dimension of U.

Since S0 is generated by unipotent subgroups and is not normal in G (otherwise
there will be a solvable quotient), there exists a connected unipotent subgroup V< S
which is not normalized by U. Since U is Zariski-dense in U, we can find u 2 U
which does not normalize V. Consider the group W generated by V and Vu. It is a
subgroup of VU and hence unipotent. Then V and V u are contained in N , and hence
by Lemma 5.11, N contains a finite-index subgroup of W . Let H1 denote W \ U.
This is a connected group (since U is unipotent) which has positive dimension in U.
Then N contains a finite-index subgroup of H1. Consider all the conjugations of H1
by elements of N . These conjugates generate a subgroup H which is normal in G.
By another application of Lemma 5.11, N contains a finite-index subgroup of H. The
proof now follows by applying the induction hypothesis to the group G=H.

Proof of Theorem 5.10
Replacing G by the algebraic subgroups generated by the groups Ai , we need to
prove that N is of finite index in G. The group N is clearly normal in G and Zariski-
dense. The group G must be Zariski-connected, as it is generated by the connected
groups Ai . By dimension considerations, we can replace I by a finite subset, so that
G is still generated by the Ai ’s. By [5, Proposition 2.2] and [14, Theorem 2.5.3(2)],
N < G is open. Let G0 be the smallest normal subgroup of G containing all the
semisimple subgroups of G, and let G1 DG=G0. Then N0 DN \G0 is open in G0
and consequently of finite index by Lemma 5.12. By Lemma 5.11, the image of N in
G1 is of finite index. This implies that N is of finite index in G.
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6. The relative Borel density theorem

6.1. Relative Borel density
In this section we will state and prove the relative Borel density theorem (Theo-
rem 6.2).

Definition 6.1
Let G be an S -algebraic group, and let L be a closed subgroup. A fat complement for
L in G is a subgroup M <G satisfying the following three conditions:
(F1) L �M DG,
(F2) the Zariski closure of M contains the discompact radical Rdc.G/, and
(F3) Na.M/\L is cocompact in L.

THEOREM 6.2 (Relative Borel density)
Let G be an S -algebraic group, and let H be an S -algebraic subgroup of G. Let
.X; �/ be a G-space with an invariant probability measure which is ergodic for the
action of H . Then there exist a closed subgroup M of G that is cocompact, has finite
covolume, and is a fat complement for H in G, and a measure-preserving G-map
	 WX!G=M such that the following holds.

For every S -algebraic G-space V , for every n � 0, and for every H -map i W
X ! Probn.V /, there exists an H -map j W G=M ! V such that i D j ı 	 almost
everywhere. That is, we have the following diagram:

X
i

�

Probn.V /

G=M

j

Note that, by property (F3), if H has no compact algebraic factors, then i is con-
stant almost everywhere. We will see below (Corollary 6.3) that if G has no compact
S -algebraic factors, then i has an essentially finite image.

Proof
Let R D Rdc.H/. By Corollary 3.2, the image of i is contained in Probn.V R/. Let
X==R denote the space of ergodic components for the action of R on .X; �/, as
described in the Appendix. Applying Proposition A.6(a), we find that i factors
through X==R. Since � is G-invariant and finite, Corollary A.7 implies that X==R
is canonically identified with X==R

MT
. Let N DNa.R

MT
/ be the f.i.-algebraic kernel

of the Mautner envelope of R (see Definition 5.5). It follows that i factors through
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X==N , which, by Proposition A.6(b), is a G-space on which N acts trivially. More-
over, the factor map PN WX!X==N is a G-map.

Since H acts ergodically on X , H=H \N acts ergodically on X==N . By Theo-
rem 5.6(b), N is of finite index in the Mautner envelope of R. It follows that N \R is
of finite index in R. SinceH=R is compact,H=.H \N/ is compact as well. Because
of ergodicity, the measure .PN /�� is supported on a single orbit of H . In particu-
lar, it follows that X==N is isomorphic as a G-space to G=M , where M is a closed
cocompact subgroup of G of finite covolume, with N <M .

We denote by 	 WX !G=M the map corresponding to PN WX !X==N . Then
the existence of a Borel map j WG=M ! Y such that i D j ı 	 follows from Propo-
sition A.6(a). Since i and 	 are H -maps, j is an H -map as well.

It remains to show that M is a fat complement for H in G. Since H=.H \N/
is compact and acts ergodically on G=M , we conclude that H acts transitively on
G=M and (F1) follows. To prove (F2), we observe that G=M supports a G-invariant
measure 	.�/. Hence, it follows from Corollary 3.3 that Rdc.G/ is contained in the
Zariski closure ofM . SinceN acts trivially onG=M , we have thatN <Na.M/. This
implies (F3), because H \N is cocompact in H .

6.2. Fat complements
In this section we discuss fat complements. Our goal is the following proposition,
which will provide more information on the conclusion of Theorem 6.2.

PROPOSITION 6.3
Let G, H , and i be as in Theorem 6.2. If G has no compact S -algebraic factors, then
i has finite image.

Proposition 6.3 is an immediate consequence of the following.

THEOREM 6.4
Let G be an S -algebraic group with no compact algebraic quotients. Let H be an
S -algebraic subgroup, and let M be a fat complement of H in G. Then M is a finite-
index subgroup of G.

For a Lie algebra g, we denote by g0 its commutator subalgebra. Let Ad W G!
GL.Lie.G// denote the adjoint representation. We recall that the differential of Ad is
given by ad.x/D Œx; ��, x 2 Lie.G/, and there exists a neighborhood O of the origin
in Lie.G/ such that exp WO!G is well defined and

Ad
�
exp.x/

�
D exp

�
ad.x/

�
for all x 2O. (6.1)
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For the proof of Theorem 6.4 we will need the following version of the Malcev lemma,
which follows, for example, from [5, Corollary 7.9].

LEMMA 6.5
Let G be an S -algebraic group, let g be its Lie algebra, and let m be a Lie subalgebra
of g. Suppose that the subgroup M of G generated by exp.m/ is Zariski-dense in G.
Then g0 Dm0.

Proof of Theorem 6.4
Let N DNa.M/. Let g, h, n, and m denote the Lie algebras corresponding to G, H ,
N , andM , respectively. The hypothesis thatG has no compact factors and (F2) imply
that M is Zariski-dense; hence

Ad.G/m�m: (6.2)

We choose open subgroupsM ı, N ı, and Gı of M , N , and G, respectively, such that
(1) Gı normalizes M ı and N ı, and N ı normalizes M ı; and
(2) the group M ıN ı is generated by open neighborhoods which are in the image

of a neighborhood satisfying (6.1).
We observe that one can choose these subgroups as products of local factors (see [24,
Proposition 1.5]):

M ı D
Y
v

M ıv ; N ı D
Y
v

N ıv ; Gı D
Y
v

Gıv :

For archimedean v, (2) holds provided that M ıv and N ıv are connected. For non-
archimedean v, the groups have bases of neighborhoods of identity consisting of Lie
subgroups, so that M ıv and N ıv can be taken to be sufficiently small to satisfy (2).
Property (1) can be satisfied because of (6.2).

Since G is Zariski-connected, the subgroup Gı is Zariski-dense in G. Let NM
be the group of S -points of the Zariski closure of M ı. Then NM is normal in G. It
follows from (F1) and the Baire category theorem that the set HM ı is open in G. In
particular, it is Zariski-dense in G. Since the subgroup H NM is both f.i.-algebraic (by
Proposition 5.3) and open in G, we conclude that H NM has finite index in G.

The group N DNa.M/ is f.i.-algebraic and Zariski-connected. Since N ı is open
in N , the subgroup N ı is Zariski-dense in NN . Let L be the Zariski closure of the
subgroup N ıM ı. Clearly, L is normal and L� NN NM . Hence, HL is of finite index
in G. Since M is a fat complement of H , H=.H \N/ is compact. Hence, G=L is
compact as well. By our assumption on G, the group N ıM ı is Zariski-dense in G.
Hence, we may apply Lemma 6.5 with the subgroup N ıM ı to conclude that

g
0 � nCm�m: (6.3)
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Let G0 denote the (algebraic) commutator subgroup of G, and let 	 WG!G=.G0 NN/
denote the corresponding factor map. Since the algebraic group G=.G0 NN/ is abelian,
it splits as an almost direct product of anisotropic and split subgroups. Moreover,
by our assumption on G, the anisotropic component is trivial. On the other hand,
since H=.H \ N/ is compact, 	.H/ is a compact f.i.-algebraic subgroup. Hence,
H �G0 NN . Now using (F1) and (6.3), we obtain that

gD hCm� g
0C nCmDm:

This shows that the groupM is open inG. On the other hand, the homogeneous space
G=M is compact. Hence, G=M has to be finite. This completes the proof.

7. Completion of the proofs
We will first state and prove a useful corollary of the results of the previous section.

COROLLARY 7.1
Let G be an S -algebraic group, let H be an S -algebraic subgroup of G, and let �
be a lattice such that H �G=� is ergodic.

Then there exists a closed subgroup � <M <G, whereM is cocompact, of finite
covolume in G, and a fat complement of H in G such that, for every S -algebraic G-
space V , the inclusion map

MapM
�
G=H;Probn.V /

�
,!Map�

�
G=H;Probn.V /

�

and the map

MapH
�
G=M;Probn.V /

�
!MapH

�
G=�;Probn.V /

�
;

obtained by precomposing maps from MapH .G=M;Probn.V // with the projection
G=� ! G=M , are bijections. When G has no nontrivial compact S -algebraic fac-
tors, M is of finite index in G.

Proof
Applying Theorem 6.2 to X D G=� , we obtain a group M and a G-map G=� !
G=M . ReplacingM with a conjugate we may assume that � <M . The second bijec-
tion is a direct corollary of Theorem 6.2 and the first follows formally from the second
using Corollary 2.7 with LD � . The last assertion follows from Proposition 6.3.

7.1. Proofs of Theorem 1.6 and Corollaries 1.7 and 1.8

Proof
Theorem 1.6 is just the first assertion of Corollary 7.1 in the case nD 1. (Recall the
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bijection XM\H ŠMapH .G=M;X/ described in the introduction.) Corollary 1.7 is
the case nD 0, and the deduction of Corollary 1.8 from Theorem 1.6 follows the same
steps as the deduction of Theorem 1.4 from Theorem 1.5.

7.2. Proof of Theorem 1.11

Proof
Fix a map f 2Map�.G=ƒ;G=�/, where the targetG=� is viewed as a Borel�-space.
By Corollary 2.5 we have the duality

Map�.G=ƒ;G=�/ŠMapƒ.G=�;G=�/:

Given f 2Map�.G=ƒ;G=�/ let F WG=�!G=� be the corresponding measurable
ƒ-equivariant map. As in Remark 2.6 we fix a Borel cross-section � W Y DG=�!G

of the projection G!G=� , and take

F.y/D �.y/:f
�
�.y/�1ƒ

�
: (7.1)

Let � denote the probability measure on the space

X D Y �Z; where Y DG=�;Z DG=�;

obtained by pushing the Haar measure mG=� to the graph of F . Since F is a ƒ-map,
� is invariant under the action of Diag.ƒ/D ¹.
;
/ 2G�G W 
 2ƒº on X . Sinceƒ
is a Zariski-dense subgroup of G, it acts ergodically on G=� , and hence so does the
action Diag.ƒ/� .X;�/. Next we want to use one of the assumptions (RS) or (BQ).

Assuming (RS). To start, ƒ is a lattice in a subgroup of G which is generated by
unipotent elements. Note that we do not assume that this subgroup is connected, that
is,ƒ itself may be generated by unipotent elements. In this situation one can apply the
results of Ratner [23] and their extension by Shah [26] and Witte [31] to deduce that
� is L-homogeneous, where L is a closed subgroup of G �G containing Diag.ƒ/.
This means that there exists x0 D .g1�;g2�/ 2X so that

†DL\ .g1�g
�1
1 � g2�g

�1
2 /

is a lattice in L and � is the pushforward of the Haar measure mL=† to L:x0 � X .
Since � projects onto mG=� , it follows that L projects onto G. Consider

H D
®
g 2G W .e; g/ 2L

¯
:

This is a closed subgroup in G. Recall that � is supported on the graph of F W
G=� ! G=�. Hence for mG=� -almost every y 2 G=� and h 2 H we have that
h:F.y/D F.y/. Note that given z D g� 2 G=� the group �z D g�g�1 is defined
unambiguously. We have
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H ��F.y/

for mG=� -almost every y 2G=� . Consider the measure �D F�mG=� on Z DG=�.
Since H and � are closed sets, there is a conull (with respect to �) Z0 �Z such that

H <
\
z2Z0

�z : (7.2)

Let M denote the projection of L < G �G to the second factor. Then ƒ <M and
� 2 Prob.Z/ isM -homogeneous. The connected componentM 0 of the identity inM
is normal in M and therefore normalized by ƒ, which is Zariski-dense in G. Hence
M 0 is normal in G. Since G is simple and connected, we have
(1) either M 0 D ¹eº and M is discrete, or
(2) M 0 DM DG.

Case (1) As M is discrete, � is atomic, and since it is a ƒ-invariant and ergodic
probability measure, it is supported on a finite ƒ-orbit. That is, F has a finite image.
Let ƒ0 be a finite-index normal subgroup of ƒ acting trivially on the image of F . By
the Howe–Moore theorem, ƒ0 also acts ergodically on G=� , which implies that F
is essentially constant. That is, �D ız0 for some ƒ-fixed point z0 D a� 2G=�. We
deduce ƒ��z0 D a�a

�1 from (7.2), and have F.g�/D y0 almost everywhere. It
follows from (7.1) that

f .gƒ/D ga�:

Case (2) We have thatM DG and �DmG=�. SinceZ0 in (7.2) is conull, it follows
that H D ¹eº. Recalling the definition of H , we deduce that

LD
®�
g;.g/

�
W g 2G

¯

for some continuous homomorphism  W G ! G, which is therefore algebraic. As
Diag.ƒ/ < L we get that .
/ D 
 for 
 2 ƒ, and the Zariski density of ƒ in G
implies that .g/D g for all g 2G. Therefore, F.gg1�/D gg2� or

F.g�/D gg0�

with a D g�11 g2; in particular, � < �a. From (7.1) we deduce, using a Borel cross-
section s WG=ƒ!G, that

f .gƒ/D s.gƒ/F
�
s.gƒ/�1�

�
D s.gƒ/s.gƒ/�1a�D a�;

which is an almost everywhere constant function. This completes the proof of Theo-
rem 1.11 under assumption (RS). Let us proceed to the proof under assumption (BQ).
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Assuming (BQ). We have that � < �0 where �0 is a lattice in G. Denote by
	 WG=�!G=�0 the natural projection, and let

F0 WG=�
F
�!G=�

�
�!G=�0; �0 D 	�� 2 Prob.G=�0/:

Then �0 is a ƒ-invariant and ergodic probability measure on G=�0. Since ƒ is
assumed to be Zariski-dense in G, we can apply the recent result of Benoist–Quint
[3] to the action ƒ�G=�0 to deduce the dichotomy:
(1) either �0 is atomic, equidistributed on a finite ƒ-orbit ƒg0�0 �G=�0, or
(2) �0 DmG=�0 is the Haar measure on G=�0.
In Case (1), � is also atomic, and we conclude the proof as in the previous case. We
are left with Case (2), where the probability measure � on G=� projects onto the
normalized Haar measure mG=�0 on G=�0. We claim that this is possible only if �
has finite index in�0 and � is the normalized Haar measuremG=�. (We would like to
thank the referee for suggesting the following argument, which is much shorter than
our original.)

First observe that since the fibers of G=�!G=�0 are countable, the probability
measure � is absolutely continuous with respect to a Haar measure mG=�. Indeed,
identifying G=�ŠG=�0 ��0=� one can view � as

Z
G=�0

ıx � �x dmG=�0.x/

for some measurable family ¹�x j x 2G=�0º of probability distributions on the count-
able set �0=�, while mG=� corresponds to mG=�0 � c�0=�—a product with a multi-
ple of a counting measure on�0=�. As �x
 c�0=� it follows that �
mG=�. Since
� is a probability measure, the Radon–Nikodym derivative .x/D d�=dmG=�.x/ is
a unit vector in L1.G=�/, while f D

p
 is a unit vector in L2.G=�/. Both � and

mG=� areƒ-invariant; hence f is an invariant vector for the unitaryƒ-representation
on L2.G=�/. This is a restriction of the unitaryG-representation on L2.G=�/. Since
ƒ is not precompact, it follows from the Howe–Moore theorem that f is invariant
under G. Hence f is constant and m.G=�/ <C1; in other words, � is a lattice in
G and �DmG=� is the normalized Haar measure on G=�.

Now consider the pushforward measure m of mG=� to the graph of F WG=�!
G=�. This is a probability measure on

G �G=� ��

invariant under the diagonal action of ƒ. By [3] such a measure should be homoge-
neous for a subgroup L<G �G containing ƒ. The argument can now be completed
as in the (RS) case by ruling out the possibility that L D G � G (because m can-
not be a product measure mG=� �mG=�) and deducing that the ƒ-equivariant map
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F W G=� ! G=� is actually G-equivariant. This, in turn, implies that the original
�-equivariant map f WG=ƒ!G=� is a constant map.

To prove Theorem 1.9 we use recurrence instead of the existence of a finite invari-
ant measure. An action of a group A on an A-space Z is called strictly conservative
if, for any nonnull Borel B � Z and any compact C � A, there is a 2 A� C such
that aB \B is nonnull.

LEMMA 7.2
Let A be a locally compact second countable (lcsc) group, and let Y be a second
countable topological space equipped with a Borel probability measure � on which A
acts strictly conservatively. Then, for almost every y 2 Y , there is a sequence an 2A
such that an!1 and any! y.

Proof
For an open U � Y of positive measure and compact C �A, let

YC;U D ¹z 2 U W 8a 2A�C;az … U º:

This is a null set by strict conservativity. Taking an exhaustion of A by countably
many compacts ¹Ciº and a countable basis Uj of open sets of Z, we have that Y1 DS
i;j W�.Uj />0

YCi ;Uj is also a null set, and any point in supp� � Y1 has the required
properties.

Proof of Theorem 1.9
First consider the geodesic flow case, which amounts to the study of �-maps f W
G=CA! G=CA, where the source G=CA is equipped with the Haar measure class
and the target G=CA is viewed either as a measured space or as a Borel space. By
Corollary 2.5,

Map�.G=CA;G=CA/'MapCA.G=�;G=CA/�MapA.G=�;G=CA/:

Let � WG=�!G=CA be an A-map (actually a CA-map) corresponding to the initial
�-map f W G=CA! G=CA. Let � be a probability measure in the Haar measure
class onG=� , and let � D ���. Then � is ergodic with respect to the action of CA and
hence is A-conservative. It follows that for �-almost every x 2 G=CA there exists a
sequence ai !1 in A such that ai :x! x (see Lemma 7.2). Identifying G=CA with
the space @.2/Hn

k
of pairs of distinct points on the boundary of the symmetric space

Hn
k

of G, denote by .˛�; ˛C/ the pair of A-fixed points on the boundary. It is easy
to check that the sequence ai :x may only accumulate to .˛�; ˛C/ or to .˛C; ˛�/.
Thus for �-almost every x 2 G=� , one has �.x/ D .˛�; ˛C/ or .˛C; ˛�/, and by
ergodicity one of these two possibilities occurs almost surely.
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These two cases for � correspond to f coinciding almost everywhere with either
the identity map or with the flip F W .�; �/ 7! .�; �/ of @.2/Hn

k
Š G=CA. Note that

¹Id;F º is precisely the Weyl group WG DNG.A/=ZG.A/ of G acting on G=ZG D
G=CA from the right, commuting with the transitive G-action (which includes the
�-action).

The case of the frame flow corresponds to the study of �-maps f WG=A!G=A.
The reciprocity principle (Corollary 2.5) translates this into the study of an A-map � W
G=�! G=A, which by previous discussion is a lift of a constant map �0 W G=�!
G=CA that is either �0.�/D .˛�; ˛C/ or .˛C; ˛�/. It follows that �.x/D �0cx for
some measurable map c WG=�! C DZK.A/. From A-equivariance we deduce that

�0ca:x D �.a:x/D a:�.x/D a:�0cx D �0cx .a 2A/

and conclude that ca:x D cx , a 2 A, which implies (by the ergodicity of A� G=�)
that c0 2 C is constant. Therefore, � WG=�!G=A is a constant map as well. Trans-
lating back to f one obtains that f WG=A!G=A is a G-map, and therefore is given
by f .gA/D gnA for some n 2NG.A/. Thus we obtain a surjective homomorphism
NG.A/!Map�.G=A;G=A/ with A being the kernel. This completes the proof of
Theorem 1.9.

8. Examples
In this section we give several elementary examples which illustrate that the assump-
tions imposed in our main results are essential.

Example 8.1
This example demonstrates that a fat complement M may be of infinite index, and
that the subgroup M in Theorem 1.7 may in general be of infinite index. Consider an
S -algebraic group GD H � L such that H is compact, set � D L, and set Y D G.
Then

ˆ WG=H ! Y; lH 7! .e; l/; l 2L;

defines a �-map. The largest group which could play the role of M in the statement
is M DL.

Example 8.2
This example shows that the group M in Theorem 1.6 does not have to be f.i.-
algebraic. Let G D SOn � Ga where SOn denotes the orthogonal group and Ga
denotes the additive group. We fix a compact one-parameter subgroup ¹k.t/ºt2R of
SOn.R/ and set � D ¹.k.t/; t/ºt2R. We also set H D SOn. Then the map

ˆ WG=H !G; .e; t/H 7!
�
k.t/; t

�
; t 2R;
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is �-equivariant, but not equivariant almost everywhere with respect to any larger
subgroup.

Example 8.3
This example shows that, even when G in Theorem 1.6 has no nontrivial compact
S -algebraic quotients, the subgroup M could be proper (cf. Theorem 6.4). Let G D
Gm, let H D h˙1i, let � DR�C, and let

ˆ WR�=h˙1i!R�; xh˙1i 7! x; x 2R�C;

be the factor map. Then ˆ is R�C-equivariant but not R�-equivariant.

Example 8.4
This example shows that the assumption in Corollary 1.8 that the factor is p.m.p.
is essential. Let G D PSL2, let k D R, and let H be the diagonal subgroup of G.
Let � be a cocompact lattice in G, and let X D G=H be equipped with the Haar
measure class �. Then � acts ergodically on X , and Theorem 1.6 implies that every
measure-preserving �-factor of X is of the form G=Q where Q is a closed subgroup
of G such that H is a normal cocompact subgroup of Q. Hence, there are only two
measure-preserving �-factors of X corresponding to QDH and QDNG.H/.

On the other hand, there exists an infinite normal subgroup ƒ of � such that ƒ
does not act ergodically on X . For instance, one can take ƒ such that �=ƒ ' Zk

with k � 3 (see [25]). Then there is a nontrivial measure class–preserving �-factor
Y D .X==ƒ;Pƒ.�// (see Appendix). Sinceƒ acts trivially on Y and G is simple, the
space Y cannot be isomorphic to a G-space.

Appendix. The space of ergodic components
Let G be an lcsc group. Given a G-space .X;�/, we denote by B.X/ the Boolean
� -algebra consisting of measurable sets modulo the ideal of null sets. Note that every
measure class–preserving G-map ˆ W .X;�/! .Y; �/ between G-spaces induces a
G-equivariant Boolean-� -algebra homomorphism ˆ� W B.Y /! B.X/ defined by
ˆ�.ŒA�/D Œˆ�1.A/� for a Borel subset A�X .

For aG-space .X;�/, we introduce the space of ergodic componentsX==G. This
space can be characterized by the universal property—Proposition A.6(a) below.

PROPOSITION A.5 (Ergodic decomposition)
Given a G-space .X;�/, there exist a standard Borel space X==G and a Borel map
PG WX!X==G such that
� PG.gx/D PG.x/ for all g 2G and almost every x 2X , and
� P �G.B.X==G// is the algebra of G-invariant elements in B.X/.
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Proposition A.5 is a part of folklore in ergodic theory (see, e.g., [9, Theorem 5.2]
for a proof).

We shall use the following functorial properties of the space X==G.

PROPOSITION A.6
(a) Let .X;�/ be a G-space, let Y be a standard Borel space, and let ˆ WX! Y

be a Borel map such that ˆ.gx/Dˆ.x/ for all g 2G and almost every x 2
X . Then there exists a Borel map N̂ WX==G! Y such that ˆD N̂ ıPG on a
conull set.

(b) IfH is a closed normal subgroup of an lcsc group G and .X;�/ is a G-space,
thenX==H is equipped with a structure of aG-space so that PH WX!X==H

is a G-map.

Proof
In the proof we shall use the well-known correspondence between standard Borel
spaces and Boolean algebras (see [12], [19]). Specifically, we shall use the following.
(1) If ˆ;‰ W .X;�/! .Y; �/ are G-maps such that ˆ� D ‰�, then ˆD ‰ on a

conull set (see [19, Theorem 2.1]).
(2) If .X;�/ and .Y; �/ are G-spaces and � WB.Y /!B.X/ is a G-equivariant

homomorphism, then there exists a measure class–preservingG-map such that
ˆ� D � (see [12, Theorem 3], [19, Theorem 3.6]).

(3) Every Boolean space equipped with a G-action is G-equivariantly isomorphic
to a Boolean measure space associated with a G-space (see [12, Theorem 1],
[19, Theorem 3.3]).

Now we start with the proof of (a). By [33, Proposition B.5] there exists a mea-
surable map ‰ W X ! Y such that ‰ D ˆ on a conull set and ‰ is G-equivariant
on a G-invariant Borel set of full measure. This implies that the Boolean � -algebra
ˆ�.B.Y // consists of G-invariant elements; that is,

ˆ�
�
B.Y /

�
� P �G

�
B.X==G/

�
:

Let N� W B.Y /! B.X==G/ be the corresponding embedding. By (2) there exists a
G-map N̂ WX==G! Y such that N̂ � D �. Then P �G ı N̂

� D . N̂ ı PG/
� Dˆ�, and it

follows from (1) that N̂ ıPG Dˆ on a conull set, as required.
Let H be a closed normal subgroup of G. Since P �H .B.X==H// is the alge-

bra of H -invariant elements, it is invariant under G. This defines an action of G on
B.X==H/ such that the map P �H WB.X==H/!B.X/ is G-equivariant. By (3), the
G-action on B.X==H/ comes from a structure of a G-space on X==H . Since, for
every g 2 G, we have that g� ı P �H D P

�
H ı g

�, it follows from (1) that PG ı g D
g ıPG on a conull set. This completes the proof.
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COROLLARY A.7
Let G be an lcsc group, let H be its closed subgroup, and let H

MT
be the Mautner

envelope ofH as in Section 5. Let .X; �/ be aG-space with aG-invariant probability

measure. Then the natural map X==H !X==H
MT

is a Borel isomorphism.

Proof
To prove the corollary, we need to show that, for every Borel subset B of X such
that �.B4hB/D 0 for h 2H , we have that �.B4hB/D 0 for h 2H

MT
. Indeed,

the characteristic function of B is an H -invariant vector in L2.X;�/; hence it is also
invariant by H

MT
.

Proof
Since N < H

MT
, the natural map X==H

MT
! .X==N/==H

MT
is an isomorphism.

Since, by Corollary A.7, X==H ' X==H
MT

and .X==N/==H ' .X==N/==H
MT

, this
implies the claim.
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